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ABSTRACT
For the purpose of constructing prosodic rules for dialogue speech synthesis, a comparative study was conducted on speech rates between dialogue speech and read speech. Based on the generation modeling of F0 contour, we can define 4 prosodic units, such as prosodic sentence, prosodic phrase and so on. Speech rate was analyzed with respect to these units. In a prosodic sentence, dialogue speech starts with a speech rate similar to that of read speech. The speech rate then gradually increases and, after passing through the middle of the unit, decreases towards the end. Similar tendencies were also observed in lower level units, but the degree of speech rate change in a unit was smaller. Based on the above results, a preliminary rules for speech rate control were developed for dialogue speech synthesis. A hearing test showed that the developed rules could make the synthetic speech sound more dialogue-like.

1. INTRODUCTION
In most current spoken dialogue systems, speech output is generated by using text-to-speech (TTS) conversion devices or software packages commercially available. Although speech quality from these devices was recently improved very much, these are still several problems to be overcome. One of such problems is that these devices are designed to synthesize the read speech and, therefore, intonation and rhythm of synthesized speech is often too monotonous as outputs from spoken dialogue systems. From this respect, we have been conducting a comparative study on the prosody of dialogue-style and that of reading-style, to construct prosodic rules for dialogue speech synthesis. In the previous reports, we showed how fundamental frequency (F0) contours and speech rates of dialogue speech differ from those of read speech [1, 2, 3], and constructed prosodic rules through the multiple regression analysis on how various factors affecting amplitudes of phrase and accent components of F0 contours [4]. Although the rules included those on speech rate control, they were preliminary rules for a sentence without considering its syntactic structure.

In the present paper, analysis was conducted on the relationship between speech rate and syntactic structure. Although such relationship can be directly investigated by statistical methods (such as the multiple regression analysis), a large amount of speech material is required to obtain reliable results, because speech rate is subject to change also by other various factors. In view of the fact that the prosodic rules for reading style speech synthesis is available, investigations were conducted on relative mora duration of dialogue speech to read speech instead of its actual value. By doing so, basic factors related to both the dialogue and read speech will be suppressed, making the dialogue speech features clearer.

Since, as one of spoken language features, speech rate is related to the manner of human speech production, it will not show a tight relationship with syntactic structure of written language. Therefore, instead of finding relationship with the syntactic structure directly, in this paper, investigation will be conducted on the relationship with the prosodic structure, which can be clearly defined by the super-positional modeling of F0 contours [5].

2. PROSODIC STRUCTURE
The super-positional model represents a logarithmic F0 contour as the sum of phrase components and accent components, which correspond to a gradual decay from the top to the end of a phrase and a local hump realizing an accent type, respectively. Based on this model, the following 4 levels of prosodic units can be defined [6]:

1. Prosodic sentence corresponding to a phrase component, which occurs after termination of preceding phrase components. This unit is sandwiched by two long pauses (respiratory pauses) and is the highest level among the four.
2. Prosodic clause corresponding a phrase component which occurs without termination of preceding phrase components. This portion is preceded by a short pause.
3. Prosodic phrase defined similarly to the prosodic clause, but not preceded by an apparent pause.
4. Prosodic word corresponding to an accent component. This is the minimal prosodic unit.

When a unit of lower level is also a unit of higher level, it was assumed as belonging to higher level only for the
current analysis. (Except for prosodic words; When a prosodic word is also a higher level unit, it is counted as belonging to both units.) Surely, there still exist larger prosodic units, such as the prosodic paragraph, they are not taken into account in this paper.

3. SPEECH MATERIAL

Simulated dialogues were produced by pairs of Japanese speakers, by referring to written texts on model of dialogue between a client and an agent about ski resort accommodation and transition facilities. The same speakers also uttered in a normal reading style the individual sentences of the same texts. Each sentence was uttered in a randomized order to suppress the discourse factors. The utterances of 6 actors and 4 actresses of the Tokyo dialect were recorded, and all the recordings were submitted to Japanese listeners. Then, utterances of speaker SH, whose simulated dialogues were judged as most natural, were mainly chosen for the analysis. Recordings for two texts, consisting of 54 and 70 alternating utterances, were analyzed. These utterances are partly shown in Table 1.

In order to find out the prosodic structure for each utterance, its F0 contour was first analyzed by the analysis-by-synthesis based on the super-positional model [3]. Then pairs of dialogue and reading utterances, which have the same prosodic structure, were selected for the speech rate analysis. As the result, numbers of prosodic units included in the selected utterances became those listed in Table 2.

4. METHOD OF ANALYSIS

Speech rate analysis was conducted by measuring durations of consisting morae, after segmenting each utterance into phonemes by the forced alignment scheme using triphone HMM’s (HTK Ver. 2.1) [7]. All phoneme boundaries were manually checked and corrected if necessary. As for syllables with long vowels, they were assumed to be two morae with equal durations.

The mora duration is known to be affected by various linguistic factors, viz., the consisting phonemes of the mora, its neighboring phonemes, the length of word to which it belongs, the word location in a sentence, and so on. Therefore, instead of considering absolute duration, the following reduction rate $RD$ was defined and calculated for each measured duration [2]:

$$RD = (dur_x - dur_d)/dur_x,$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $dur_x$ and $dur_d$ are the duration in read style samples and dialogue style samples, respectively. When dialogue speech is uttered faster than read speech, $RD$ takes a positive value.

5. RESULTS OF ANALYSIS

5.1. General Features

Generally, dialogue speech has higher speech rate as compared to its read speech counterpart. In a prosodic sentence, it was already revealed that the reduction rate is close to zero (speech rate of dialogue speech being close to that of read speech) at the beginning, then gradually increasing and again decreasing toward the end. In a prosodic clause or phrase, similar tendencies was observed as shown in Figure 1. There also are the cases where the unit-final mora has an extremely large duration in dialogue speech. This phrase final lengthening is clearly
Table 2: Number of samples for each prosodic unit. The numbers are shown separately for each number of morae.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>prosodic unit</th>
<th>Number of morae</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>prosodic sentence</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prosodic clause</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prosodic phrase</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prosodic word</td>
<td>106</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>11</th>
<th>12</th>
<th>13</th>
<th>14</th>
<th>15</th>
<th>16</th>
<th>17</th>
<th>18 or more</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>prosodic sentence</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prosodic clause</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prosodic phrase</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prosodic word</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3: Average reduction rate for 5-mora prosodic sentences.

Figure 4: Average reduction rate for 7-mora prosodic sentences.

Figure 5: Average reduction rate for 5-mora prosodic phrases.

Figure 6: Average reduction rate for 7-mora prosodic phrases.

Figure 7: Average reduction rate for 4-mora prosodic words with type 1 accent.

Figure 8: Average reduction rate for 4-mora prosodic words with type 0 accent.

Figure 9: Average reduction rate for 5-mora prosodic words with type 1 accent.

Figure 10: Average reduction rate for 5-mora prosodic words with type 0 accent.

Figure 11: Average reduction rate for 2-mora prosodic word "hai (yes)."

Figure 12: Average reduction rate for 2-mora prosodic word "dewa (well)."

shown in Figure 2. These features on speech rate change in a prosodic unit is more or less occurring also in read speech, but the results indicate they are exaggerated in dialogue speech. As for the speech rate change in a prosodic word, no clear feature was observed, because it is obscured by differences in consisting phonemes.

Another typical feature of speech rate in dialogue speech is the shortening of mora duration in long vowels. This shortening is also observable in read speech, but its degree is larger for dialogue speech. One example is shown in Figure 2 (/ii/ part).

5.2. Detailed Features

In order to reveal the speech rate features in a prosodic units more clearly, reduction rates were averaged over several samples. Figures 3 and 4 show the averages and their standard deviations for 5-mora and 7-mora prosodic sentences respectively. Figures 5 and 6 show these for prosodic phrases. Reduction rate averages indicate similar tendency for all the figures. As for the prosodic words, reduction rates were averaged separately for their mora.
numbers and accent types. Figures 7 and 8, for 4-mora prosodic words, and Figures 9 and 10, for 5-mora prosodic words, indicate reduction rate change in the unit similar to that observed in higher level units regardless of the accent types.

When a prosodic word consists of two morae, such as "hai (yes)" and "dewa (well)," reduction rates take rather different features from the above, as shown in Figs. 11 and 12. The results indicate that specific speech rate control is required for each short prosodic word.

6. SPEECH SYNTHESIS

Based on the results, dialogue speech synthesis was conducted in the following way by modifying prosodic rules for the formerly developed TTS system[8] into those for dialogue speech:

1. Generate prosodic symbols from linguistic information and other information of the sentence to be synthesized. Here, other information includes novelty/importance of information each word conveying, position of each word in a phrase, and so on. Prosodic symbols represent amplitudes of phrase and accent commands of the superpositional model for F0 contours. The generation rules were already explained elsewhere[4].

2. Assign appropriate duration to each mora depending on the original prosodic rules of the TTS system. Then, depending on the prosodic structures represented by the prosodic symbols, each mora duration is modified. Modification is done for prosodic sentences, prosodic phrase and prosodic words as indicated in the experimental results of the preceding section.

3. Modify mora duration further for long vowels. Also elongate the duration of phrase final mora if necessary.

Result of a hearing test indicated that the synthesized speech sounded much more dialogue-like when compared to the speech synthesized only by the above procedure. Although, currently, the same speech rate control is applied to prosodic units of the same level, effect of the number of consisting morae or the accent types should be taken into account. Further investigation is necessary with the increased data.

7. CONCLUSION

A comparative study on speech rates between dialogue speech and read speech was conducted. By viewing the analysis results with respect to the prosodic structures defined by F0 contours, a simple rule of speech rate change of dialogue speech in a prosodic unit was revealed. It was shown that dialogue-like speech can be synthesized by controlling each mora duration according to the results. Further studies are planned to construct prosodic rules for the dialogue speech synthesis.
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